
Summer 09 CHEM 158 Midterm 

CHEM 158 - Midterm Exam 
100 points: 10 points per questions # I-I 0 (some questions have more than one part) 

Your name and CIN: 

I understand that this exam is designed to measure my understanding and that cheating on it will result 
in a zero grade for this exam as well as review by the appropriate academic authorities. 

(your signature) 

Allowed are: 
• One 3x5 card with equations and data (both sides acceptable) - copies of HW solutions are 

forbidden. A violation of this will lead to loss of your card. 
• Calculator 
• Writing instruments 
• Periodic table (I will provide one if needed) 
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1.1 News flash! A new element called Perriganium has been discovered' Its symbol is Pe. Scientists 
believe it should be classified as a metal. Formulate a set of experiments (experimental design) to test 
this hypothesis and describe the possible outcomes of your experiments. (HINT: What do you know 
about metals?) 
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1.2 The metric prefix femto- (I) repn:sents 10-" times the associated base unit. You call tech support 
for your new iPod because it won't play your uploaded Barney the Dinosaur CD. You are put on hold 
and told you have to wait 2x1019 fs. How many minutes and seconds is this? (I min=60s) 
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2. The following reaction takes place when hydrogen sulfide gas, H,S, is released during a volcanic 
eruption: 

H,S + 0, � SO, + H20 

a) Is this equation balanced? If not, balance it. 

b) How many atoms of each element make up the products? 

'2-. :; ..... \(0,-
y h'1 "lr-z" fh 
&> D"'1�t:" 

c) How many atoms of each element make up the reactants? 

L 5'11 fur
'i h'1.:\.ro�.., 
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d) If you begin with six molecules of hydrogen sulfide gas, how many molecules of SO, will 
be produced? &, SDL 

3.1 The molecular formula for sodium benzoate acid, a food preservative, is C,H,O,Na 
A 25mg sample of sodium benzoate acid is added to a can of peaches. How many molecules of 
sodium benzoate acid is this? (Avogadro's number is 6.02x I 0") 
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3.2 The radius of a tin atom is 14 0pm. How many touching tin atoms \\�II fit on a line that is 7nm 
long? (nm = 1O-9m; pm = IO-Ilm) 
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4.1 Remember that exciting element that was recently discovered? Perriganium! (Pe). Scientists have 
now discovered that is has an atomic number (Z) of 119. That's heavy! There are 3 isotopes ofPe; 

Pe-238, Pe-24 0, Pe-243. 

a) How many neutrons are present in the nuclei of these three isotopes? ft:-1-31{ h"-I 11<1" Pc'. .2'10 h", 121", Pc-2'-1J hu-' 12'1" 
("2;'8 -1'11 :: 11"1) (L4D - I '�i � 121) 643 -1I«t = 12'!J 

b) How many electrons are present in the neutral atoms of each isotope? 

I[ I Sv 

4.2 The equation Fe'· + 2 electrons = Fe doesn't make sense as written. 
a) How can you correct it? b) Is your corrected half reaction an oxidation or reduction reaction? 
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5.1 Explain why the usual cations ofLi, Mg, and AI are Li', Mg", and AI" 
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6. An allotrope is a different foml of the same element. Carbon can be bonded together in various 
ways to produce a diamond, graphite, a Buckyball, or a nanotube. Choose two of these and describe 
them, including their structures and properties. What kinds of bonds fonn between atoms? How do 
the properties of the allotropes you describe depend on the allotrope'S structure? (BONUS: Draw a 
simple sketch of these allotropes if you can. 5 extra points possible.) 
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7. Nitrogen is an essential element in living beings. 

a) Use your knowledge of electron dot structures (Lewis structures) to predict which ONE of 
thc following molecules is most likely to exist and draw its correct Lewis structure. 

NO, NBr, @ NS, / No" 
N Fof1l<1 > 3 b CJ '\.t.s 

.' . 

b) Use VSEPR to draw and describe your chosen molecule's molecular geometry. (What 
kind of shape does this form? HINT: it will be slightly different that its electron-pair geometry) 
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8. Consider palmitic acid, an organic molecule that composes about 25% of butter and lard (Don't eat 
too much!) 
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a) [s this molecule saturated or unsaturated? S,,-+vf" .... IcJ (I.'l a. II ,t s 

b) How many methyl groups does it contain? I 

c) How many methylene groups docs it contain? ''1 
d) Can this molecule undergo an addition reaction? Nil 
e) Draw its full structure below 
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9. Using at least 45 words, explain the conflict between the atomic theories of the Atomists and the 
beliefs of Aristotle regarding the elements. Be sure to mention some specific names if you can. 
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10. Choose any other Daily 4 0  topic that we've discussed so far in class and write at least 45 words 
about it. Be sure to explain how this person ( or group) played a part in the development of our modem 
periodic table. 


